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Hi Everyone!!
Did you enjoy your Thanksgiving? I know I ate way too much! Welcome to the 6th Edition
of Lunar Notes! Lunar Notes is a free monthly Newsletter which discusses the cycle of the
Moon each month as well as the symbolism of the New and Full Moon as well as other
significant days during the upcoming month. That symbolism might include the use of the
Tarot, Astrology, Chakras, Sabian Symbols, Numerology, Animals and/or Fixed Stars or
other topics of interest. If you missed the 1st Issues of Lunar Notes you can locate them
on my websites: www.KarmicAstrology.tv or www.FuchsiaStars.com The FuchsiaStars
Website link is temporarily down as someone broke into the site and changed the homepage
scripting..it will be up and running within 2 days.
Gift Certificates are now available for Readings, Reports and Workshops. E-mail me for
details at FuchsiaStars@aol.com
Happy Birthday Sagittarius! For those born between November 22nd – December 21st,
The Key Phrase is: I See or I Seek. Sagittarius is a mutable (changeable, flexible), fire
(intuitive, impulsive, idealistic) sign located in the Western Hemisphere of the chart. Your
ruling planet is expansive and “benefic” Jupiter. The planet Jupiter is our largest planet and
it was recently discovered that he’s got a few more moons than we originally thought…eleven
moons to be precise. Eleven is a Master Number in Numerology and considered to be the
“Master Teacher”. Jupiter sure does love to teach…or preach for that matter! That
Jupiter was discovered to have so many more moons shouldn’t surprise us because it is the
planet of “abundance”. Whatever Jupiter touches by transit in your birth chart will literally
expand in nature. Jupiter can bring wonderful gifts and some have even called him “Santa
Claus”. However, you know the expression about too much of a good thing, right?
Sometimes when Jupiter transits areas of your chart, there can be financial gain or weight
gain! Excessive behavior or over doing it can be linked to Jupiter. Jupiter and the sign of
Sagittarius reside in the 9th house of the zodiac. The 9th house is typically linked to long
distance travel, philosophies and belief systems, religions, higher education, publishing,
counseling and the law as well as exploring new horizons. Horses are usually linked to the
sign of Sagittarius and the 9th house although most large animals coincide to the 12th house.
I’ll go into why horses are in the 9th when I discuss Chiron later in the newsletter.
Jupiter has a cycle of approximately 12 years while Saturn has a 14-year cycle. Think back
to these years in your own life and recall the events when you were ages 12 and 14. I’m sure
you have all heard the expression along the lines of “the Lord giveth and then takes it
away? This clearly explains the Jupiter and Saturn cycles. Jupiter over expands everything
and creates abundance, when Saturn comes along approximately 2 years later and “corrects”
Jupiter’s excess. This sounds a bit like our stock market, doesn’t it? There are cycles of
ups and downs. It’s important to keep this in mind when we try to understand the nature of
Sagittarius and it’s ruling planet Jupiter.

“Truth, Justice and the American Way” – Was Superman a Sagittarian?
“Faster than a speeding bullet, able to leap tall buildings in a single bound, able to bend steel
in his bare hands! Look! Up in the sky! It’s a bird, it’s a plane, it’s SAGITTARIUS!” Well,
he might as well be! Have you ever known a Sagittarian who didn’t fly? “Planes, Trains and
Automobiles”. That is where you will find a Sag. Sagittarians are known to be the bachelors
of the zodiac and make no doubt about it…these guys are smooth and charming. In fact, you
might say charm is their middle name, their first name…and their last name too…only thing
is by the time you get to figuring out exactly what their last name is, they are GONE. They
are not going to share that last name with anyone! Jupiter wants to scale mountains, run
marathons, and fully develop every bit of their potential. Sometimes this means going
beyond the limits which is why many Jupiterians think they are “off limits” to others or
untouchable. There is always that urge to align themselves with a greater ideal or truth and
understanding of just about anything. Sagittarians have a unique way of rationalizing
everything too and they also have foot in mouth disease. Meaning: Open Wide and stick
foot in as far as it can go! If you want the truth and nothing but the truth so help you G -d,
ask a Sag. They will blurt it out willingly, with a smile…and then an apology...if you’re that
fortunate.
“My stupid mouth, has got me in trouble,
I said too much again,
To a date over dinner yesterday,
And I could see she was offended
She said “well anyway….”
Just dying for a subject change.
Oh, another social casualty
Score one more for me
How could I forget?
Mama said, “think before speaking”
No filter in my head
Oh, what’s a boy to do…..” John Mayer – Room for Squares CD – My Stupid Mouth
I once dated a triple Sag. Triple is defined by having his Sun, Moon and Ascendant or Rising
sign in the sign of Sagittarius. When you have many planets in the same sign and close
together by degree, they share a certain amount of intensity in that sign and the ruler of
that sign becomes very pronounced in the energies in the birth chart. This generally equates
to having Jupiter times 3 in your chart (although he had his Mercury in the sign of Sag too)
ie: Jupiter, Jupiter, JUPITER is equivalent to going, Going, GONE! POOF!…and off he
went….along with all the other Sag’s I‘ve dated. My astrologer friend Bill and I were
discussing this recently and he said “Perhaps you need to find a nice Virgo instead” J Well,
Virgo’s are bachelors # 2 of the Zodiac and we already addressed them a couple of issues
back. Don’t get me wrong. I love Sagittarius…that’s why I am still “single”. They don’t
usually “ripen” until after age 45 though…if you can wait that long J

CHIRON – The Wounded Healer, Teacher and Seeker
“He’s everything you want, he’s everything you need, he’s everything inside of you that you
wish you could be, he says all the right things, at exactly the right time, but he means
nothing to you and you don’t know why” – Vertical Horizon
In Mythology, when Chiron was born, his mother rejected him because he was born a
Centaur…half man and half horse. When his parents Hera & Zeus saw their new son’s image
they abandoned him, repulsed by his body and physical form. Chiron’s first wound was one
of abandonment and rejection and a perpetual longing for the love and “relationship” to his
parents, especially that of his mother. The astrological glyph or symbol for the sign of
Sagittarius is just that, a Centaur holding a bow and arrow pointed to the heavens.
One of Chiron’s life lessons is relinquishing his painful memories from childhood. Because
Chiron is immortal, his pain is eternal. Much of his pain was of his own making. When we are
able to heal our primary wound (s) in life, we are usually able to utilize that experience to
assist others with similar wounds and painful life experiences. That is if we choose this
path. Oftentimes, people can be in so much emotional pain, or have not forgiven others or
themselves so they choose to harm others as a projection of their own needs not having
been met. A vicious cycle ensues and you will attract others to play out your dramas for you
to take a look at, time and time again.
As Chiron matured, he became quite a wise teacher (Sagittarius/Jupiter) and a shamanic
healer. The placement of Chiron in your birth chart shows your deepest wound by house
position and aspects it makes to other planets and cusps (the divisions of the signs) in your
birth chart. This is also the place you will find your greatest strengths and ability to heal
others. Chiron connections are very significant in synastry. Synastry is the comparison of
two birth charts that shows compatibility and relationship to each other. When people
enter into relationships where there is a strong Chiron connection, the relationship takes on
a fated quality. These relationships are usually not easy at first. The difficulties inherent
in Chironic relationships must be overcome for the personal growth of both individuals.
That is the test of Chiron’s placement.
I discuss Chiron in more detail on my website: www.FuchsiaStars.com
JUNO – Relating – The Great Mother Archetype - The Wife
Last month’s discussion associated Juno with the sign of Scorpio and her role in
relationships, marriage possessiveness and infidelity on the part of Zeus/Jupiter. An
astrologer friend, Martin Stock, wrote to me privately on another aspect of Juno. He
states: ” I have always believed that Hera/Juno is a vestige of the Great Mother Archetype
and the portrayal of her being constantly pissed with her husband is more related to her
having been usurped from power and relegated to the home and hearth (the fate of the vast
majority of women who have philandering husbands) after millennia of being the power on
the throne, not behind it.! As always, context is essential to comprehension and I see the
Hera/Juno archetype as presenting an image of women who are diminished by their being

sidelined and their rage is spent impotently on those who surround the central problem of
their lives - the giving up/ giving away of their personal authority and independence.” Thank
you for expanding this interpretation for us. Martin Stock is a Reiki Master who will be
teaching a Japanese Lineage on weekends. He resides in Toronto, Canada and can be
reached via e-mail: kalima@dsl.ca
LONG SNOWS MOON (Elk)
In Native American Astrology, those born from November 22nd- December 21st are born
under the Long Snows Moon and their animal totem is the Elk. Their color is black and
obsidian is their totem in the mineral kingdom. Obsidian is a type of volcanic glass that is
usually shiny like glass. It has razor-sharp edges and therefore should always be “handled
carefully.” Obsidian was used in carvings and for jewelry as well as for mirrors. It was also
crafted for use in arrowheads. Because obsidian comes from deep within the earth it is said
to be a grounding mineral.
Elk people are very similar to the properties of obsidian. They can be good mirrors for
other people as well as project “their stuff” onto others. They are often rough around the
edges or difficult to get to know because of the uneven outer surface. Elk people can be
very protective of those they love or from “perceived” danger. “They try to get as many
cows as they can into their harem, and they will fervently defend them from the approaches
of any other male”. (Medicine Wheel-Earth Astrology, Sun Bear and Wabun) They are often
introspective and clairvoyant. The Elk is a very strong and elegant animal and perhaps one
of the most regal in the deer family. Men of this totem are competitive with each other
about the women in their lives and can be prone to fits of rage or jealousy that may come as
a surprise to those close to them.
VENUS RETROGRADE STORIES
Venus, planet of love, beauty, finances and how we earn money, our values and what we value
as well as what makes us feel secure has finally completed her retrograde (apparent
backward) motion. She turned direct on November 21st at 00 Scorpio! While Venus was
retrograde it is very likely that relationships and/or our finances or values underwent some
scrutiny and now that she is direct, we have the tools necessary to make some changes in
our lives.
Last month I found a kitten no more than 4 weeks old. He was so tiny and cold and hungry
and he seemed listless and perhaps sick. Because he wasn’t moving much, I scooped him up
in my arms and stuffed him in my jacket, got into my car and drove home. He didn’t move at
all and stayed asleep. When I walked into my house, I called to my daughter and told her I
had a surprise. She was really excited and hoped we could keep him. I say him, because it
kind of behaved like a boy (I’ve always owned cats). We proceeded to clean him up, pull off
4 ticks and isolate him from my other cats. He was adorable. The next day, I took him to
the vet for an exam and to see if he had any fleas etc. The regular Veterinarian was not
there so I saw the one on duty. Everyone hovered around this adorable kitty that was SO
tiny. He weighed in at 8 ounces J The Doctor said, as she lifted him up to check his sex,

“it’s the man!” Okay, he’s a little boy cat and now we must think of a name. I brought him
home, and after much consideration, my daughter decided upon the name Simba…because it
seemed like he just “couldn’t wait to be King!” For those of you who don’t know, Simba was
the young cub in the film “The Lion King”, who grew up to be “King”. Sounded good to me.
This listless kitten turned out to be the little terror of the household antagonizing the
other cats, eating all the food, climbing and jumping all over everything and had an over
abundance of physical energy. Even though he had the face of an angel, he was a little devil.
A few weeks alter I brought him in to the Veterinarian for his first shot, and I took my
daughter with me. My regular Vet was there and examined him, gave him a shot, and he
weighed in at 3 lbs. The little critter would not sit still. The Veterinarian said, Simba is a
FEMALE! My daughter burst out “I KNEW IT!!” I just laughed and told the doctor that
after the last Vet examined him/her I never thought to check again. Because of “her”
behavior and assertiveness, I automatically thought it was a male cat….even though he
looked like a female. This all happened during Venus Retrograde in Scorpio! For those
astrologers out there who love birth data, the Vet gives little Simba, now called MeowMeow, a date of birth of August 15, 2002, Englishtown, NJ appx 10am. Yup, “she” is a “Leo”
with a Sun/Mars conjunction in opposition to Uranus. This time gives her a Libra Ascendant
with Venus Conjunct. This makes sense to me because she has such a pretty face and can be
so sweet, yet she is a wild woman!! This all happened during Venus Retrograde in Scorpio!

As I mentioned in my last newsletter, it was possible for old lovers, friends, partners or
financial issues to resurface during this retrograde. Has this happened to anyone? Well, it
happened to me and was I ever surprised. Those of my friends who are reading this
newsletter will automatically know who I am talking about. One of my first boyfriends after
the end of my marriage, called me last week. I did not recognize the voice when he said, “
Hi Lorraine, this is XXXXX, how have you been?” I said, “Excuse me, who is this?” I
seriously didn’t recognize the voice. It sounded different, softer than it once sounded.
Also, I wasn’t certain if I understand him correctly when he said he had a new name..I was
confused. This new name was that of a female. My ex boyfriend was no longer a “male” but
a “female” and told me that he really always liked me and thought we could still be “girl
friends”. She started to tell me about her new dating experiences….with men. I’m still
digesting all of this. I can’t imagine how difficult this must have been for her and I give my
blessings to her in her new life.
I also ran into an ex “Scorpio” boyfriend in the metaphysics aisle of Barnes and Noble after
not having seen him for 4 years.
I had a boy kitten who is now a girl kitten and an ex boyfriend who is now a female. I really
started to reflect during this Venus retrograde period. I started to give serious thought to
issues of Gender and how “we”, society, inherently treat men and women differently,
especially in relation to outward appearance.
Okay, I know I’ve had enough of Venus retrograde in the sexy sign of Scorpio….how about
you?

DECEMBER OVERVIEW:
Since October 11 - Saturn Retrograde (rx) (delays, commitments, the past, wisdom,
restrictions, teeth, skeletal system, skin, hard work) is still in his retrograde journey since
October 11th at 29 Gemini and will stay rx until February 2003 when it turns direct at 22
Gemini. When Saturn is rx, you can count on delays and restrictions. Feelings of being held
back or being forced to focus on a specific task in the area of life (house) your natal Saturn
is located as well as the house transiting retrograding Saturn will be in will be highlighted
during this retrograde period.
November 19 – December 8 Mercury enters the philosophical sign of Sagittarius.
Sagittarius is a mutable fire sign.
November 22nd – The Sun entered the optimistic and truth seeking sign of Sagittarius.
November 21st – Venus Direct - Venus (love, beauty, relating, aesthetics, money, finances,
values) is still in her retrograde motion (an apparent backward motion of the planet) since
October 10th and through November 21st. She turned stationary retrograde (S Rx) at 16
Degrees of Scorpio and will end up at 0 Degrees of Scorpio on November 21. When Venus
turns direct after her retrograde cycle, it is possible now to assimilate all that we
considered and events that happened while she was retrograde. Since we revisited our
values including how we value ourselves, our relationships, our relationship to money, it is
now possible to incorporate those lessons into our current and future value system,
relationships and our financial outlook. Anything that was unresolved during Venus’s
backward motion should be easily resolved now. The circumstances should be clear and your
ability to make appropriate decisions in these areas of your life will be highlighted in the
upcoming months. Now is the time to purchase any luxury items you have had your eye on
while Venus was retrograde. How many of you made purchases while Venus retrograded
that you no longer have the same need for after November 21st? Any ex lovers return? Any
break-ups? Have you experienced financial reversals? I’d be interested in hearing any
Venus Rx stories you have.
December 2, 2002 - Mars enters Scorpio at 9:27 AM EST.
Mars is changing signs and will reside next to Venus (love, beauty, value, relating) and Juno
(what we are committed to) in the sky…all in the intense and penetrating sign of Scorpio.
Stamina and perseverance are indicated when in the fixed, feminine, water sign of Scorpio.
You may feel less likely to compromise and be more stubborn in areas of your life ruled by
Mars. You may feel less forgiving of others and of yourself (because Scorpio is fixed water
(stubborn and less likely to make changes that affect emotional stability). Mars is the
ancient ruler of Scorpio (before the discovery of Pluto). Houses ruled by the planet Mars
(and Pluto) will be those where both Aries and Scorpio are on the cusp. With Mars in
Scorpio, your determination will be more focused. People are also apt to hold grudges longer
and decision that we didn’t make during Venus’s retrograde will now be made as Mars forces
his way onto the scene.

December 4th – New Moon Total Solar Eclipse – This New Moon at 11 Sagittarius 58 is at
perigree (close to the earth). This New moon Solar Eclipse is happening the same time that
Jupiter will retrograde in the sign of Leo until April 4, 2003. Expect some new
developments and grand or spectacular events and communications from those around you
especially around the Full Moon at 27 Gemini on December 19th. We have a Fixed Star at
appx 10/11 degrees of Sagittarius called Antares that is in close proximity to this Total
Solar Eclipse. Antares is one of the Royal Stars of Persia located at the Heart of the
Scorpion. It is said to offer worldly success. Ptolemy states that its energy is similar to
both Mars and Jupiter and therefore a person with Antares conjunct (same degree) a planet
in their birth chart will tend to go to extremes and can even be ruthless in attempts to
succeed. This can affect the heart muscle..so please be careful if you have this placement
in your birth chart.
December 4th – Jupiter Stations Retrograde at 7:23 am EST at 18 Leo 6 and will stay in
retrograde motion until February 22, 2003 when is will reverse its motion, going stationary
direct at 8 Leo 3. Much of what we believe about yourselves and the world we live in will
undergo some change during this introspective time. Jupiter will stationary retrograde at
the same time as the New Moon Total Solar Eclipse. Even though Jupiter will be withholding
some of its energy, since it is also a New Moon and a Solar Eclipse too, we can expect a new
self awareness. Check the house (s) in your horoscope where Sagittarius is on the cusp.
There may be changes in that area of your life.
December 9th – Mercury (thoughts, ideas, siblings) enters the structured, cardinal earth
sign of Capricorn.
December 19 – Full Moon 27 Gemini – Gemini is ruled by the planet Mercury and the 3rd
house. This Full Moon is all about communication, how we communicate, our thoughts and
ideas and duality. Gemini is a double sign…the sign of the “Twins”. Gemini can also involve
neighbors or the neighborhood in which you live as well as children and siblings. The Full
Moon in Gemini also rules automobiles and short distance travel so please be careful driving
especially during this full moon.
SABIAN SYMBOL’S:
For those of you unfamiliar with the Sabian Symbol, the original Sabian Symbols were
written in 1931 by Marc Edmond Jones. They were later revised by Dane Rudhyar and
others have re-interpreted the symbols periodically. One of my favorite modern
interpretations is written by Lynda Hill. The basis of these symbols is derived from the
360 degrees in the zodiacal circle. Each sign of the zodiac: Aries, Taurus, Gemini and so
forth, is comprised of 30 degrees. Since there are 12 signs in the zodiac, that would be 12
signs X 30 degrees = 360 degrees. There are 360 Sabian Symbols and each symbol coincides
with and describes each degree of the zodiac. If you know your birth chart, utilizing these
symbols for each of your planetary placements is rather telling and will provide you with
greater insight into your own character traits and motivations.

NEW MOON Total Solar Eclipse December 4, 2002 – 11 Sagittarius 58 (Perigree – close
to the Earth)
New moon = New Beginnings. New Moons augur a time to start new projects. Seeds (ideas
and positive energy) planted during a New Moon will culminate and flourish during the Full
Moon.
Since Sagittarius rules the 9th house of (societal and personal) philosophies, beliefs, travel
and counseling, this New Moon would be a good time to focus and visualize on these areas of
your life. Since this New Moon is also a Total Solar Eclipse, the energy is more intensified.
The energy of Eclipses usually last over several months time. Some astrologers believe that
Eclipse energy is triggered repeatedly over many years. Eclipses tend to make things
happen and force change. Earthquakes and eruptions seem to correspond to Eclipse activity.
Sometimes Eclipses are the “A Ha” we need to bring the unknown or undecided to
culmination. I have noticed that Eclipses tend to deliver their message a few times, first
clue might be on the day of the eclipse, then within 1 week, 3 months, 6 months and within 1
year. Because this is a Solar Eclipse, it will more than likely affect your identity and ego
(sun) and outward focus in the area of life (house position) where this New Moon Total
Solar Eclipse falls in your birth chart. Solar ruled Leo is usually more affected by a Solar
Eclipse while Cancer’s are more affected by the Moon ruled Lunar Eclipses. Since the
December 4th Eclipse falls in the sign of Sagittarius, Sagittarians can expect significant
changes in the area of life this New Moon Solar Eclipse falls in your chart.
Since this Eclipse coincides with Jupiter, ruler of Sagittarius, going retrograde (apparent
backward motion) the energy of Jupiter will be more internalized and introspective.
SABIAN SYMBOL for 12 Sagittarius:
A Flag Turns Into an Eagle; The Eagle into a Chanticleer Saluting the Dawn
Flags and Eagles are truly Symbols of America and the United States. A flag is
transforming into a live bird that soars towards the heavens. An eagle is a very proud and
regal bird with a keen sense of vision. The symbol of the Flag has been “woven” into our
consciousness since September 11, 2001.
The image is one of spiritual transformation. The Eagle is one of the 3 symbols (scorpion
and phoenix) for the sign of Scorpio and the 8th house of the zodiac. The eagle symbolized
in the above Sabian is showing us the evolution in the American consciousness and in the
United States specifically. It is urging us to embrace “change” in our attitudes and purpose.
This degree happens to oppose the Uranus/Mars midpoint of the USA’s chart. The Eclipse
opposes Uranus 8 Gemini/Mars 19 Gemini in the 10th house.
Is there an area of life you need to transform? Call for a personal consultation (732) 4625239.

FULL MOON December 19, 2002 – 27 Gemini 42
With a Full Moon, we see a culmination or coming to a head the seeds planted during the
previous New Moon cycle. Since this Full Moon is also a Lunar Eclipse, the energy is more
intensified. The energy of Eclipses usually last over several months time. Some astrologers
believe that Eclipse energy is triggered repeatedly over many years. Eclipses tend to make
things happen and force change. Earthquakes and eruptions seem to correspond to Eclipse
activity. Sometimes Eclipses are the “A Ha” we need to bring the unknown or undecided to
culmination. I have noticed that Eclipses tend to deliver their message a few times, first on
the day of the eclipse, then within 1 week, 3 months and within 1 year. Because this is a
Lunar Eclipse, it will more than likely affect your emotional (moon) and internal focus in the
area of life (house position) this Full Moon Lunar Eclipse falls in your birth chart. Lunar
ruled Cancer is usually more affected by a Lunar Eclipse while Leo’s are more affected by
the Sun ruled Solar Eclipses. Since the December 19th Eclipse falls in the sign of Gemini
and is Mercury ruled, duality, gossip, communications, siblings, neighbors, your neighborhood
and short distance travel will be focal points. Watch for health issues involving lungs,
hands, fingers, shoulders and the nervous system.
SABIAN SYMBOL FOR 28 GEMINI:
Society Granting Bankruptcy to Him, A Man Leaves the Court With Mixed Feelings.
When I read this Sabian symbol, I couldn’t help but think of the recent Anti-terrorist Bill
Mr. President Bush signed that would allow insurance companies to cover terrorist attacks.
I think it takes a lot for anyone to file Bankruptcy. When you file Bankruptcy in the U.S.
your credit is taken away from you. Credit cards can’t be used for 3 years, I believe.
(please, correct me if I’m wrong) Bankruptcy should be the very last resort when there are
no other means to make a financial correction in our lives. Perhaps this symbol is reminding
us that we need to make the correct decision because what we decide, or whatever legal
correction we make, will have long-term ramifications, and consequences. We must make
decisions we can live with over the long term. Even when a person decides to file
bankruptcy, to forgive their accumulated and/or irresponsible debt there are mixed
feelings. Perhaps your conscience kicks in and leaves you second guessing the choice.
What decisions must you make that will have long term consequences? Where does this Full
Moon in Gemini fall in your birth chart?
NEWSLETTERS/OTHER:
Thank all of you who contacted me last month regarding my Dead Beat Dad story. I really
appreciated the positive feedback and your own stories about Dead Beats. My ex Husband
Robert W. Schmidt of Old Bridge, New Jersey, stopped paying support “again” after his
brief incarceration for not paying support for 1 year. One day in jail didn’t seem to be
enough. I think he’s going to have to pay them another visit real soon. For those
Astrologers who would like to take a look at his chart: 6/30/52, Elmont, NJ Gemini Rising,

Cancer stellium in the first involving Uranus, Sun, Venus. If I knew then (astrologically)
what I know now……
The American Federation of Astrologer’s is seeking volunteers for their 2003 Convention in
Scottsdale Arizona from July 9th – July 13th. Feel free to become an AFA member and learn
more about this organization at www.astrologers.com or e-mail me directly for additional
information. I’d love to meet some of you there!
If any readers can provide birth data for a loved one or friend with Borderline Personality
Disorder (BPD), names are not necessary and data will be held confidential, please e-mail me
directly with the word BPD in the subject heading of your mail to FuchsiaStars@aol.com and
I will e-mail you what I need for the research.
A few people wrote in last month about where to locate the Spider Pin. Go to
www.victoriantradingco.com for their catalog.
Also, feel free to e-mail Steve Nelson at SteveNelson@carolina.rr.com and subscribe to his
wonderful Mythic Times newsletter. You’ll love it!
Jim Buss, giraffecalf@yahoo.com also writes a weekly Astrology related newsletter and has
been collecting some really neat rocks/stones lately. Contact him directly to be placed on
his free mailing list.
WORKSHOPS:
Beginner’s Astrology Workshop forming for November and December!
Tarot Basics Workshop December 3 and forming for January!
Call for dates and times – Weekdays and Weekends.
Reiki Energy work available up on request.
Gift Certificates available for Classes, Workshops, Reports and Readings
Have a wonderful month and Hanukkah/Christmas! Thank you so much for subscribing. I
hope to see you again next month for the 6th Issue of Lunar Notes will appear in your e-mail
the 1st week of January. If anyone would like a copy of past Issues of Lunar Notes or would
like to subscribe a friend, e-mail me with the words SUBSCRIBE Lunar Notes in the subject
heading of your mail and tell me the e-mail address and name of the person to be addressed.
Previous copies can be located on my websites www.KarmicAstrology.tv and
www.FuchsiaStars.com. Your questions and comments are always welcome.
Love,
Lorraine
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“FuchsiaStars Lunar Notes" may be forwarded for personal use only, if it is sent in its
entirety.
Solar Return Analysis: This is your Birthday chart! It is an astrological chart cast for your
birthday that describes what your upcoming year will be like and the energies you are likely
to encounter during the year
Relationship Reports: Synastry and Composite charts: Synastry compares any two charts
for compatibility. A Composite: A separate chart of the relationship itself!
Parents: Natal consultations about Children /Teens! Makes excellent Birth, Graduation or
Sweet 16 Gifts.
Tarot Readings/Couching Classes: Online via AOL Instant Message, Yahoo Messenger or by
Phone. Please contact Lorraine at FuchsiaStars@aol.com for additional information.
Numerology Reports: Sent via e-mail or regular mail. Contact Lorraine at
FuchsiaStars@aol.com or 732-462-5239.
Credit Card Payments accepted via PAYPAL online at www.KarmicAstrology.tv or
www.FuchsiaStars.com Checks accepted via regular mail.
To unsubscribe from this group, send an email with your e-mail address to
FuchsiaStars@aol.com and write the words UNSUBSCRIBE in the subject heading of your
mail. In the body of the e-mail type your name and email address.

